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Abstract
We propose Narrowest Significance Pursuit (NSP), a general and flexible method-
ology for automatically detecting localised regions in data sequences which each must
contain a change-point, at a prescribed global significance level. Here, change-points
are understood as abrupt changes in the parameters of an underlying linear model.
NSP works by fitting the postulated linear model over many regions of the data, using
a certain multiresolution sup-norm loss, and identifying the shortest interval on which
the linearity is significantly violated. The procedure then continues recursively to the
left and to the right until no further intervals of significance can be found. The use of
the multiresolution sup-norm loss is a key feature of NSP, as it enables the transfer of
significance considerations to the domain of the unobserved true residuals, a substan-
tial simplification. It also guarantees important stochastic bounds which directly yield
exact desired coverage probabilities, regardless of the form or number of the regressors.
NSP works with a wide range of distributional assumptions on the errors, including
Gaussian with known or unknown variance, some light-tailed distributions, and some
heavy-tailed, possibly heterogeneous distributions via self-normalisation. It also works
in the presence of autoregression. The mathematics of NSP is, by construction, un-
complicated, and its key computational component uses simple linear programming.
In contrast to the widely studied “post-selection inference” approach, NSP enables the
opposite viewpoint and paves the way for the concept of “post-inference selection”. Pre-
CRAN R code implementing NSP is available at https://github.com/pfryz/nsp.
Keywords: confidence intervals, structural breaks, post-selection inference, wild binary
segmentation, narrowest-over-threshold.
1 Introduction
Examining or monitoring data sequences for possibly multiple changes in their behaviour,
other than those attributed to randomness, is an important task in a variety of fields. This
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paper focuses on abrupt changes, or change-points. Having to discriminate between change-
points perceived to be significant, or “real”, and those attributable to randomness, points
to the importance of statistical inference in multiple change-point detection problems.
In this paper, we propose a new generic methodology for determining, for a given data
sequence and at a given global significance level, localised regions of the data that each must
contain a change-point. We define a change in the data sequence Yt on an interval [s, e] as a
departure, on this interval, from a linear model with respect to pre-specified regressors. We
give below examples of scenarios covered by the proposed methodology; all of them involve
multiple abrupt changes, i.e. change-points.
Scenario 1. Piecewise-constant signal plus noise model.
Yt = ft + Zt, t = 1, . . . , T, (1)
where ft is a piecewise-constant vector with an unknown number N and locations
0 = η0 < η1 < . . . < ηN < ηN+1 = T of change-points, and Zt is zero-centred noise;
we give examples of permitted joint distributions of Zt below. The location ηj is a
change-point if fηj+1 6= fηj , or equivalently if ft cannot be described as a constant
vector when restricted to any interval [s, e] ⊇ [ηj , ηj + 1].
Scenario 2. Piecewise-polynomial (including piecewise-constant and piecewise-linear as
special cases) signal plus noise model.
In (1), ft is a piecewise-polynomial vector, in which the polynomial pieces have a fixed
degree q ≥ 0, assumed known to the analyst. The location ηj is a change-point if ft
cannot be described as a polynomial vector of degree q when restricted to any interval
[s, e] ⊇ [ηj , ηj + 1], such that e− s ≥ q + 1.
Scenario 3. Linear regression with piecewise-constant parameters.
For a given design matrix X = (Xt,i), t = 1, . . . , T , i = 1, . . . , p, the response Yt
follows the model
Yt = Xt,·β(j) + Zt for t = ηj + 1, . . . , ηj+1, (2)
for j = 0, . . . , N , where the parameter vectors β(j) = (β
(j)
1 , . . . , β
(j)
p )′ are such that
β(j) 6= β(j+1).
Each of these scenarios is a generalisation of the preceding one. To see this, observe that
Scenario 3 reduces to Scenario 2 if p = q + 1 and the ith column of X is a polynomial
in t of degree i − 1. We permit a broad range of distributional assumptions for Zt: we
cover i.i.d. Gaussianity and other light-tailed distributions, and we use self-normalisation
to also handle (not necessarily known) distributions within the domain of attraction of the
Gaussian distribution, including under heterogeneity. In addition, in Section 3, we introduce
Scenario 4, a generalisation of Scenario 3, which provides a framework for the use of our
methodology under regression with autoregression (AR).
The literature on inference and uncertainty evaluation in multiple change-point problems
is diverse in the sense that different authors tend to answer different inferential questions.
Below we briefly review the existing literature which seeks to make various confidence
statements about the existence or locations of change-points in particular regions of the
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data, or significance statements about their importance (as opposed to merely testing for
any change), aspects that are relevant to this work.
In the piecewise-constant signal model, SMUCE (Frick et al., 2014) estimates the number
N of change-points as the minimum among all candidate fits fˆt for which the empirical
residuals pass a certain multiscale test at significance level α. It then returns a confidence
set for ft, at confidence level 1−α, as the set of all candidate signals for which the number of
change-points agrees with the thus-estimated number, and for which the empirical residuals
pass the same test at significance level α. An issue for SMUCE, discussed e.g. in Chen et al.
(2014), is that the smaller the significance level α, the more lenient the test on the empirical
residuals, and therefore the higher the risk of underestimating N . This poses problems for
the kinds of inferential statements in SMUCE that the authors envisage for it, because for a
confidence set of an estimate of ft to cover the truth, the authors require (amongst others)
that the estimated number of change-points agrees with the truth. The statement in Chen
et al. (2014), who write: “Table 5 [in Frick et al. (2014)] shows in the Gaussian example
with unknown mean that, even when the sample size is as large as 1500, a nominal 95%
confidence set has only 55% coverage; even more strikingly, a nominal 80% coverage set
has 84% coverage” is an illustration of this issue. SMUCE is extended to heterogeneous
Gaussian noise in Pein et al. (2017) and to dependent data in Dette et al. (2018).
Chen et al. (2014) attempt to remedy this issue by using an estimator of N which does
not depend (in the way described above) on the possibly small α, but uses a different
significance level instead, which is believed to lead to better estimators of N . This breaks
the property of SMUCE that the larger the nominal coverage, the smaller the chance of
getting the number of change-points right. However, in their construction, called SMUCE2,
an estimate of ft is still said to cover the truth if the number of the estimated change-points
agrees with the truth. This is a bottleneck, which means that for many challenging signals
SMUCE2 will also be unable to cover the truth with a high nominal probability requested
by the user. In the approach taken in this paper, this issue does not arise as we shift the
inferential focus away from N .
A number of authors approach uncertainty quantification for multiple change-point prob-
lems from the point of view of post-selection inference (a.k.a. selective inference). In the
piecewise-constant model with i.i.d. Gaussian noise, Hyun et al. (2018a) consider the fused
lasso (Tibshirani et al., 2005) solution with k estimated change-points, and test hypotheses
of the equality of signal mean of either side of a given thus-detected change-point, condition-
ing on many aspects of the estimation process, including the k detected locations and the
estimated signs of the associated jumps. The same work covers linear trend filtering (Tib-
shirani, 2014) and gives similar conditional tests for the linearity of the signal at a detected
location. For the piecewise-constant model with i.i.d. Gaussian noise, Hyun et al. (2018b)
outline similar post-selection tests for detection via binary segmentation (Vostrikova, 1981),
Circular Binary Segmentation (Olshen et al., 2004) and Wild Binary Segmentation (Fry-
zlewicz, 2014). In the piecewise-constant model with i.i.d. Gaussian noise, Jewell et al.
(2020) cover in addition the case of l0 penalisation (this includes the option of estimating
the number and locations of change-points via the Schwarz Information Criterion, see Yao
(1988)) and avoid Hyun et al. (2018b)’s technical requirement that the conditioning set be
a polyhedral, which allows Jewell et al. (2020) to reduce the size of the conditioning set
and hence gain power. The definition of the resulting p-value is still somewhat complex.
For example, their test which conditions on the least information, that for the equality
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of the means of the signal to the left and to the right of a given detected change-point
ηˆj within a symmetric and non-adaptively chosen window of size 2h, has a p-value de-
fined as (paraphrasing an intentionally heuristic description from Jewell et al. (2020)) “the
probability under the null that, out of all data sets yielding a change-point at ηˆj and for
which the 2h− 1-dimensional component independent of the test statistic over the window
[ηˆj −h+ 1, ηˆj +h] is the same as that for the observed data, the difference in means around
ηˆj within that window is as large as what is observed”. An additional potential issue is that
choosing h based on an inspection of the data prior to performing this test would affect
its validity as it explicitly relies on h being chosen in a data-agnostic way. Related work
appears in Duy et al. (2020).
Notwithstanding their usefulness in assessing the significance of previously estimated change-
points, these selective inference approaches share the following features: (a) they do not
explicitly consider uncertainties in estimating change-point locations, (b) they do not pro-
vide regions of globally significant change in the data, (c) they define significance for each
change-point separately, as opposed to globally across the whole dataset, (d) they rely on a
particular base change-point detection method with its potential strengths or weaknesses.
Our approach explicitly contrasts with these features; in particular, in contrast to post-
selection inference, it can be described as enabling “post-inference selection”, as we argue
later on.
A number of authors provide simple consistency results for the number and locations of
detected change-points, typically stating that on a set whose probability tends to one with
T , for T large enough and under certain model assumptions such as a minimum spacing
between consecutive change-points and minimum magnitudes of the parameter changes,
N is estimated correctly and the true change-points must lie within certain distances of
the estimated change-points. Examples in the piecewise-constant setting are numerous
and include Yao (1988), Boysen et al. (2009), Hao et al. (2013), Fryzlewicz (2014), Lin
et al. (2017), Fryzlewicz (2018), Wang et al. (2018), Cho and Kirch (2020), and Kova´cs
et al. (2020b). There are fewer results of this type beyond Scenario 1: examples include
Baranowski et al. (2019) in the piecewise-linear model (a method that extends conceptually
to higher-order polynomials), and Wang et al. (2019) in the linear regression setting. In
inferential terms, such results are usually difficult to use in practice, as the probability
statements made typically involve unknown constants related to the minimum distance
between change-points or the minimum magnitude of parameter change. In addition, the
significance level in these types of results is usually understood to converge to 0 with T (at
a speed which, even if known in terms of the rate, is often unknown in terms of constants),
rather than being fixable to a concrete value by the user.
Some authors go further and provide simultaneous asymptotic distributional results regard-
ing the distance between the estimated change-point locations and the truth. For example,
this is done, in the linear regression context, in Bai and Perron (1998), under the assumption
of a known number of change-points, and their minimum distance being O(T ). Naturally
enough, the distributional limits depend on the unknown magnitudes of parameter change,
which, as pointed out in the post-selection literature referenced above, are often difficult to
estimate well. Moreover, convergence to a pivotal distribution involving, for each change-
point, an independent functional of the Wiener process, is only possible in an asymptotic
framework in which the magnitudes of the shifts converge to zero with T . Some related lit-
erature is reviewed in Marusiakova (2009). Similar results for the piecewise-constant signal
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plus noise model and estimation via MOSUM appear in Eichinger and Kirch (2018).
Inference in multiple change-point problems is also sometimes posed as control of the False
Discovery Rate (FDR). In the piecewise-constant signal model, Li and Munk (2016) pro-
pose an estimator, constructed similarly to SMUCE, which controls the FDR but with a
generous definition of a true discovery, which, as pointed out in Jewell et al. (2020), in the
most extreme case, permits a detection as far as almost T/2 observations from the truth.
Hao et al. (2013) and Cheng et al. (2019) show FDR control for their SaRa and dSTEM
estimators (respectively) of multiple change-point locations in the piecewise-constant sig-
nal model. Control of FDR is too weak a criterion when one wants to obtain regions of
prescribed global significance in the data, as we do in this work: FDR is focused on the
number of change-points rather than on their locations, and in particular, it permits esti-
mators which frequently, or even always, over-estimate the number of change-points by a
small fraction. This makes it impossible to guarantee that with a large global probability,
all regions of significance detected by an FDR-controlled estimator contain at least one
change-point each.
Bayesian approaches to uncertainty quantification in multiple change-point problems are
considered e.g. in Fearnhead (2006) and Nam et al. (2012) (see also the monograph Ru-
anaidh and Fitzgerald (1996)), and are particularly useful when clear priors, chosen inde-
pendently of the data, are available about some features of the signal.
We now summarise our new approach, then situate it in the context of the related literature,
and next discuss its novel aspects. The objective of our methodology, called “Narrowest
Significance Pursuit” (NSP), is to automatically detect localised regions of the data Yt,
each of which must contain at least one change-point (in a suitable sense determined by
the given scenario), at a prescribed global significance level. NSP proceeds as follows. A
number M of intervals are drawn from the index domain [1, . . . , T ], with start- and end-
points chosen either uniformly at random, or over an equispaced deterministic grid. On
each interval drawn, Yt is then checked to see whether or not it locally conforms to the
prescribed linear model, with any set of parameters. This check is performed through
estimating the parameters of the given linear model locally via a particular multiresolution
sup-norm, and testing the residuals from this fit via the same norm; self-normalisation is
involved if necessary. In the first greedy stage, the shortest interval (if one exists) is chosen
on which the test is violated at a certain global significance level α. In the second greedy
stage, the selected interval is searched for its shortest sub-interval on which a similar test
is violated. This sub-interval is then chosen as the first region of global significance, in
the sense that it must (at a global level α) contain a change-point, or otherwise the local
test would not have rejected the linear model. The procedure then recursively draws M
intervals to the left and to the right of the chosen region (with some, or with no overlap),
and so on, and stops when no further regions of global significance can be found.
The theme of searching for globally significant localised regions of the data containing change
appears in different versions in the existing literature. This frequently involves multiscale
statistics: operators of the same form applied over sub-samples of the data taken at different
locations and of differing lengths. Du¨mbgen and Spokoiny (2001) test locally and at multiple
scales for monotonicity or concavity of a curve against a general smooth alternative with
an unknown degree of smoothness. Du¨mbgen and Walther (2008) identify regions of local
increases or decreases of a density function. Walther (2010) searches for anomalous spatial
clusters in the Bernoulli model using dyadically constructed blocked scan statistics. SiZer
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(Chaudhuri and Marron, 1999) is an exploratory multiscale data analytic tool, with roots
in computer vision, for assessing the significance of curve features for differentiable curves;
SiZer for curves with jumps is described in Kim and Marron (2006).
Fang et al. (2020), in the piecewise-constant signal plus i.i.d. Gaussian noise model, ap-
proximate the tail probability of the maximum CUSUM statistic over all sub-intervals of
the data. They then propose an algorithm, in a few variants, for identifying short, non-
overlapping segments of the data on which the local CUSUM exceeds the derived tail bound,
and hence the segments identified must contain at least a change-point each, at a given sig-
nificance level. Fang and Siegmund (2020) present results of similar nature for a Gaussian
model with lag-one autocorrelation, linear trend, and features that are linear combinations
of continuous, piecewise differentiable shapes. Both these works draw on the last author’s
extensive experience of the topic, see e.g. Siegmund (1988). The most important high-level
differences between NSP and these two approaches are listed below.
(a) While in Fang et al. (2020) and Fang and Siegmund (2020), the user needs to be able
to specify the significant signal shapes to look for, NSP searches for any deviations
from local model linearity with respect to specific regressors.
(b) Out of our scenarios, Fang et al. (2020) and Fang and Siegmund (2020) provide results
under our Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 with linearity and continuity. Their results do not
cover our Scenario 3 (linear regression with arbitrary X) or Scenario 2 with linearity
but not necessarily continuity, or Scenario 2 with higher-than-linear polynomials.
(c) The distribution under the null of the multiscale test performed by NSP is stochas-
tically bounded by the scan statistic of the corresponding true residuals Zt, and is
therefore independent of the scenario and of the design matrix X used. This means
that NSP is ready for use with any user-provided design matrix X, and this will re-
quire no new calculations or coding, and will yield correct coverage probabilities. This
is in contrast to the approach taken in Fang et al. (2020) and Fang and Siegmund
(2020), in which each new scenario not already covered would involve new and fairly
complicated approximations of the null distribution.
(d) Thanks to its double use of the multiresolution sup-norm (in the local linear fit, and
then in the test of this fit), NSP is able to handle regression with autoregression
practically in the same way as without, and does not suffer from having to estimate
the unknown AR coefficients as nuisance parameters to be plugged back in, the way
it is done in Fang and Siegmund (2020), who mention the instability of the latter
procedure if the current data interval under consideration is used for this purpose.
This issue does not arise in NSP and hence it is able to deal with autoregression,
stably, on arbitrarily short intervals. This is of importance, as change-point analysis
under serial dependence in the data is a known difficult problem, and NSP offers a
new approach to it, thanks to this feature.
We also mention below other main distinctive features of NSP in comparison with the
existing literature.
(i) NSP is specifically constructed to target the shortest possible significant intervals at
every stage of the procedure, and to explore as many intervals as possible while re-
maining computationally efficient. This is achieved by a two-stage greedy mechanism
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for determining the shortest significant interval at every recursive stage, and by bas-
ing the sampling of intervals on the “Wild Binary Segmentation 2” sampling scheme,
which explores the space of intervals much better (Fryzlewicz, 2020) than the older
“Wild Binary Segmentation” sampling scheme used in Fryzlewicz (2014), Baranowski
et al. (2019) and mentioned in passing in Fang et al. (2020).
(ii) NSP critically relies on what we believe is a new use of the multiresolution sup-norm.
On each interval drawn, NSP locally fits the postulated linear model via multiresolution
sup-norm minimisation (as opposed to e.g. the more usual OLS or MLE). It then uses
the same norm to test the empirical residuals from this fit, which ensures that, under
the local null, their maximum in this norm is bounded by that of the corresponding
(unobserved) true residuals on that interval. This ensures the exactness of the coverage
statements furnished by NSP, at a prescribed global significance level, regardless of
the scenario and for any given regressors X.
(iii) Thanks to the fact that multiresolution sup-norms can be interpreted as Ho¨lder-
like norms on certain function spaces, NSP naturally extends to the cases of un-
known or heterogeneous distributions of Zt using the elegant functional-analytic self-
normalisation framework developed in Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2001), Rac˘kauskas
and Suquet (2003) and related papers. Also, the use of multiresolution sup-norms
means that if simulation needs to be used to determine critical values for NSP, then
this can be done in a computationally efficient manner.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the NSP methodology and provides
the relevant coverage theory. Section 3 extends this to NSP under self-normalisation and in
the additional presence of autoregression. Section 4 provides extensive numerical examples
under a variety of settings. Section 5 describes three real-data case studies. Section 6
concludes with a brief discussion. Complete R code implementing NSP is available at
https://github.com/pfryz/nsp.
2 The NSP inference framework
This section describes the generic mechanics of NSP and its specifics for models in which the
noise Zt is i.i.d., light-tailed and enough is known about its distribution for self-normalisation
not to be required. We provide details for Zt ∼ N(0, σ2) with σ2 assumed known, and some
other light-tailed distributions. We discuss the estimation of σ2. NSP under regression with
autoregression, and self-normalised NSP, are in Section 3.
Throughout the section, we use the language of Scenario 3, which includes Scenarios 1 and
2 as special cases. In particular, in Scenario 1, the matrix X in (2) is of dimensions T × 1
and has all entries equal to 1. In Scenario 2, the matrix X is of dimensions T × (q + 1)
and its ith column is given by (t/T )i−1, t = 1, . . . , T . Scenario 4 (for NSP in the additional
presence of autoregression), which generalises Scenario 3, is dealt with in Section 3.2.
2.1 Generic NSP algorithm
We start with a pseudocode definition of the NSP algorithm, in the form of a recursively
defined function NSP. In its arguments, [s, e] is the current interval under consideration and
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at the start of the procedure, we have [s, e] = [1, T ]; Y (of length T ) and X (of dimensions
T × p) are as in the model formula (2); M is the (maximum) number of sub-intervals of
[s, e] drawn; λα is the threshold corresponding to the global significance level α (typical
values for α would be 0.05 or 0.1) and τL (respectively τR) is a functional parameter used
to specify the degree of overlap of the left (respectively right) child interval of [s, e] with
respect to the region of significance identified within [s, e], if any. The no-overlap case would
correspond to τL = τR ≡ 0. In each recursive call on a generic interval [s, e], NSP adds to
the set S any globally significant local regions (intervals) of the data identified within [s, e]
on which Y is deemed to depart significantly (at global level α) from linearity with respect
to X. We provide more details underneath the pseudocode below.
1: function NSP(s, e, Y , X, M , λα, τL, τR)
2: if e− s < 1 then
3: STOP
4: end if
5: if M ≥ 12(e− s+ 1)(e− s) then
6: M := 12(e− s+ 1)(e− s)
7: draw all intervals [sm, em] ⊆ [s, s+ 1, . . . , e], m = 1, . . . ,M , s.t. em − sm ≥ 1
8: else
9: draw a representative (see description below) sample of intervals [sm, em] ⊆ [s, s+
1, . . . , e], m = 1, . . . ,M , s.t. em − sm ≥ 1
10: end if
11: for m← 1, . . . ,M do
12: D[sm,em] := DeviationFromLinearity(sm, em, Y,X)
13: end for
14: M0 := arg minm{em − sm : m = 1, . . . ,M ; D[sm,em] > λα}
15: if |M0| = 0 then
16: STOP
17: end if
18: m0 :=AnyOf(arg maxm{D[sm,em] : m ∈M0})
19: [s˜, e˜] :=ShortestSignificantSubinterval(sm0 , em0 , Y,X,M, λα)
20: add [s˜, e˜] to the set S of significant intervals
21: NSP(s, s˜+ τL(s˜, e˜, Y,X), Y,X,M, λα, τL, τR)
22: NSP(e˜− τR(s˜, e˜, Y,X), e, Y,X,M, λα, τL, τR)
23: end function
The NSP algorithm is launched by the pair of calls below.
S := ∅
NSP(1, T, Y,X,M, λα, τL, τR)
On completion, the output of NSP is in the variable S. We now comment on the NSP
function line by line. In lines 2–4, execution is terminated for intervals that are too short;
clearly, if e = s, then there is nothing to detect on [s, e]. In lines 5–10, a check is performed
to see if M is at least as large as the number of all sub-intervals of [s, e]. If so, then M is
adjusted accordingly, and all sub-intervals are stored in {[sm, em]}Mm=1. Otherwise, a sample
of M sub-intervals [sm, em] ⊆ [s, e] is drawn in which either (a) sm and em are obtained
uniformly and with replacement from [s, e], or (b) sm and em are all possible pairs from an
(approximately) equispaced grid on [s, e] which permits at least M such sub-intervals.
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In lines 11–13, each sub-interval [sm, em] is checked to see to what extent the response
on this sub-interval (denoted by Ysm:em) conforms to the linear model (2) with respect to
the set of covariates on the same sub-interval (denoted by Xsm:em,·). For NSP without
self-normalisation, described in this section, this check is done by fitting the postulated
linear model on [sm, em] using a certain multiresolution sup-norm loss, and computing the
same multiresolution sup-norm of the empirical residuals from this fit, to form a measure
of deviation from linearity on this interval. This core step of the NSP algorithm will be
described in more detail in Section 2.2.
In line 14, the measures of deviation obtained in line 12 are tested against threshold λα,
chosen to guaranteed global significance level α. How to choose λα depends (only) on the
distribution of Zt; this question will be addressed in Sections 2.3–2.4. The shortest sub-
interval(s) [sm, em] for which the test rejects the local hypothesis of linearity of Y versus X
at global level α are collected in setM0. In lines 15–17, ifM0 is empty, then the procedure
decides that it has not found regions of significant deviations from linearity on [s, e], and
stops on this interval as a consequence. Otherwise, in line 18, the procedure continues by
choosing the sub-interval, from among the shortest significant ones, on which the deviation
from linearity has been the largest. (Empirically, M0 often has cardinality one, in which
case the choice in line 18 is trivial.) The chosen interval is denoted by [sm0 , em0 ].
In line 19, [sm0 , em0 ] is searched for its shortest significant sub-interval, i.e. the shortest
sub-interval on which the hypothesis of linearity is rejected locally at a global level α. Such
a sub-interval certainly exists, as [sm0 , em0 ] itself has this property. The structure of this
search again follows the workflow of the NSP procedure; more specifically, it proceeds by
executing lines 2–18 of NSP, but with sm0 , em0 in place of s, e. The chosen interval is
denoted by [s˜, e˜]. This two-stage search (identification of [sm0 , em0 ] in the first stage and
of [s˜, e˜] ⊆ [sm0 , em0 ] in the second stage) is crucial in NSP’s pursuit to force the identified
intervals of significance to be as short as possible, without unacceptably increasing the
computational cost. The importance of this two-stage solution will be illustrated in Section
4.1.2. In line 20, the selected interval [s˜, e˜] is added to the output set S.
In lines 21–22, NSP is executed recursively to the left and to the right of the detected
interval [s˜, e˜]. However, we optionally allow for some overlap with [s˜, e˜]. The overlap, if
present, is a function of [s˜, e˜] and, if it involves detection of the location of a change-point
within [s˜, e˜], then it is also a function of Y,X. An example of the relevance of this is given
in Section 4.1.1.
We now comment on a few generic aspects of the NSP algorithm as defined above, and
situate it in the context of the existing literature.
Length check for [s, e] in line 2. Consider an interval [s, e] with e−s < p. If it is known that
the matrix Xs:e,· is of rank e− s+ 1 (as is the case, for example, in Scenario 2, for all such
s, e) then it is safe to disregard [s, e], as the response Ys:e can then be explained exactly as a
linear combination of the columns of Xs:e,·, so it is impossible to assess any deviations from
linearity of Ys:e with respect to Xs:e,·. Therefore, if this rank condition holds, the check
in line 2 of NSP can be replaced with e − s < p, which (together with the corresponding
modifications in lines 5–10) will reduce the computational effort if p > 1. Having p = p(T )
growing with T is possible in NSP, but by the above discussion, we must have p(T ) + 1 ≤ T
or otherwise no regions of significance will be found.
Sub-interval sampling. Sub-interval sampling in lines 5–10 of the NSP algorithm is done
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to reduce the computational effort; considering all sub-intervals would normally be too ex-
pensive. In the change-point detection literature (without inference considerations), Wild
Binary Segmentation (WBS, Fryzlewicz, 2014) uses a random interval sampling mechanism
in which all or almost all intervals are sampled at the start of the procedure, i.e. with
all or most intervals not being sampled recursively. The same style of interval sampling
is used in the Narrowest-Over-Threshold change-point detection (note: not change-point
inference) algorithm (Baranowski et al., 2019) and is mentioned in passing in Fang et al.
(2020). Instead, NSP uses a different, recursive interval sampling mechanism, introduced in
the change-point detection (not inference) context in Wild Binary Segmentation 2 (WBS2,
Fryzlewicz, 2020). In NSP (lines 5–10), intervals are sampled separately in each recursive
call of the NSP routine. As argued in Fryzlewicz (2020), this enables more thorough explo-
ration of the domain {1, . . . , T} and hence better feature discovery than the non-recursive
sampling style. We note that NSP can equally use random or deterministic interval se-
lection mechanisms; a specific example of a deterministic interval sampling scheme in a
change-point detection context can be found in Kova´cs et al. (2020b).
Relationship to NOT. The Narrowest-Over-Threshold (NOT) algorithm of Baranowski et al.
(2019) is a change-point detection procedure (valid in Scenarios 1 and 2) and comes with
no inference considerations. The common feature shared by NOT and NSP is that in their
respective aims (change-point detection for NOT; locating regions of global significance for
NSP) they iteratively focus on the narrowest intervals on which a certain test (a change-
point locator for NOT; a multiscale scan statistic on multiresolution sup-norm fit residuals
for NSP) exceeds a threshold, but this is where similarities end: apart from this common
feature, the objectives, scopes and modi operandi of both methods are different.
Focus on the smallest significant regions. Some authors in the inference literature also
identify the shortest intervals (or smallest regions) of significance in data. For example,
Du¨mbgen and Walther (2008) plot minimal intervals on which a density function signifi-
cantly decreases or increases. Walther (2010) plots minimal significant rectangles on which
the probability of success is higher than a baseline, in a two-dimensional spatial model. Fang
et al. (2020) mention the possibility of using the interval sampling scheme from Fryzlewicz
(2014) to focus on the shortest intervals in their CUSUM-based determination of regions
of significance in Scenario 1. In addition to NSP’s new definition of significance involving
the multiresolution sup-norm fit (whose benefits are explained in Section 2.2), NSP is also
different from these approaches in that its pursuit of the shortest significant intervals is at
its algorithmic core and is its main objective. To achieve it, NSP uses a number of solutions
which, to the best of our knowledge, either are new or have not been considered in this
context before. These include the two-stage search for the shortest significant subinterval
(NSP routine, line 19) and the recursive sampling (lines 5–10, proposed previously but in a
non-inferential context by Fryzlewicz (2020)).
2.2 Measuring deviation from linearity in NSP
This section completes the definition of NSP (in the version without self-normalisation) by
describing the DeviationFromLinearity function (NSP algorithm, line 12). Its basic
building block is a scaled partial sum statistic, defined for an arbitrary input sequence
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{yt}Tt=1 by
Us,e(y) =
1
(e− s+ 1)1/2
e∑
t=s
yt. (3)
In the feature (including change-point) detection literature, scaled partial sum statistics
are used in at least two distinct contexts. In the first type of use, they serve as likelihood
ratio statistics, under i.i.d. Gaussianity of the noise, for testing whether a given constant
region of the data has a different mean from its constant baseline. For the problem of
testing for the existence of such a region or estimating its unknown location (or their
locations if multiple), sometimes under the heading of epidemic change-point detection,
scaled partial sum statistics are combined across (s, e) in various ways, often into variants
of scan statistics (i.e., maxima across (s, e) of absolute scaled partial sum statistics), see
Siegmund and Venkatraman (1995), Arias-Castro et al. (2005), Jeng et al. (2010), Walther
(2010), Chan and Walther (2013), Sharpnack and Arias-Castro (2016), Ko¨nig et al. (2020),
for a selection of approaches (not necessarily under Gaussianity or in one dimension), and
Munk et al. (2020) for an accessible overview of this problem. In this type of use, scaled
partial sum statistics operate directly on the data, so we refer to this mode of use as “direct”.
The second popular use of scaled partial sum statistics is in estimators that can be rep-
resented as the simplest (from the point of view of a certain regularity or smoothness
functional) fit to the data for which the empirical residuals are deemed to behave like the
true residuals. In this mode of use, scaled partial sum statistics are used as components of
a multiresolution sup-norm used to check this aspect of the empirical residuals. SMUCE
(Frick et al., 2014), reviewed previously, is one example of such an estimator. Others are the
taut string algorithm for minimising the number of local extreme values (Davies and Kovac,
2001), the general simplicity-promoting approach of Davies et al. (2009) and the Multiscale
Nemirovski-Dantzig (MIND) estimator of Li (2016). The explicit reference to Dantzig in
Li (2016) (see also e.g. Frick et al. (2014)) reflects the fact that the Dantzig selector for
high-dimensional linear regression (Candes and Tao, 2007) also follows the “simplicity of fit
subject to a sup-norm constraint on the residuals” logic. In this type of use, scaled partial
sum statistics do not operate directly on the data but are used in a fit-to-data constraint,
so we refer to this mode of use as “indirect”.
We now describe the DeviationFromLinearity function and show how its use of scaled
partial sum statistics does not strictly fall into the “direct” or “indirect” categories.
We define the scan statistic of an input vector y (of length T ) with respect to the interval
set I as
‖y‖I = max
[s,e]∈I
|Us,e(y)|. (4)
As in Davies and Kovac (2001), Davies et al. (2009), Frick et al. (2014), Li (2016) and
related works, the set I used in NSP contains intervals at a range of scales and locations.
Although in principle, the computation of (4) for the set Ia of all subintervals of [1, T ] is
possible in computational time O(T log T ) (Bernholt and Hofmeister, 2006), the algorithm
is fairly involved and for computational simplicity we use the set Id of all intervals of dyadic
lengths and arbitrary locations, that is
Id = {[s, e] ⊆ [1, T ] : e− s = 2j − 1, j = 0, . . . , blog2 T c}.
A simple pyramid algorithm of complexity O(T log T ) is available for the computation of
all Us,e(y) for [s, e] ∈ Id. We also define restrictions of Ia and Id to arbitrary intervals
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[s, e]:
Id[s,e] = {[u, v] ⊆ [s, e] : [u, v] ∈ Id},
and analogously for Ia. We will be referring to ‖ · ‖Id , ‖ · ‖Ia and their restrictions as
multiresolution sup-norms (see Nemirovski (1986) and Li (2016)) or, alternatively, multiscale
scan statistics if they are used as operations on data. If the context requires this, the qualifier
“dyadic” will be added to these terms when referring to the Id versions. The facts that, for
any interval [s, e] and any input vector y (of length T ), we have
‖ys:e‖Id
[s,e]
≤ ‖ys:e‖Ia
[s,e]
≤ ‖y‖Ia and ‖ys:e‖Id
[s,e]
≤ ‖y‖Id ≤ ‖y‖Ia (5)
are trivial consequences of the facts that Id[s,e] ⊆ Ia[s,e] ⊆ Ia and Id[s,e] ⊆ Id ⊆ Ia.
With this notation in place, DeviationFromLinearity(sm, em, Y,X) is defined as follows.
1. Find
β0 = arg min
β
‖Ysm:em −Xsm:em,·β‖Id
[sm,em]
. (6)
This fits the postulated linear model between X and Y restricted to the interval
[sm, em]. However, we use the multiresolution sup-norm ‖·‖Id
[sm,em]
as the loss function,
rather than the more usual L2 loss. This has important consequences for the exactness
of our significance statements, which we explain later below.
2. Compute the same multiresolution sup-norm of the empirical residuals from the above
fit,
D[sm,em] := ‖Ysm:em −Xsm:em,·β0‖Id
[sm,em]
. (7)
(6) and (7) can obviously also be carried out in a single step as
D[sm,em] = min
β
‖Ysm:em −Xsm:em,·β‖Id
[sm,em]
,
however, for comparison with other approaches, it will be convenient for us to use the
two-stage process (in formulae (6) and (7)) for the computation of D[sm,em].
3. Return D[sm,em].
The following important property lies at the heart of NSP.
Proposition 2.1 Let the interval [s, e] be such that ∀ j = 1, . . . , N [ηj , ηj + 1] 6⊆ [s, e]. We
have
D[s,e] ≤ ‖Zs:e‖Id
[s,e]
.
Proof. As [s, e] does not contain a change-point, there is a β∗ such that
Ys:e = Xs:e,·β∗ + Zs:e.
Therefore,
D[s,e] = min
β
‖Ys:e −Xs:e,·β‖Id
[s,e]
≤ ‖Ys:e −Xs:e,·β∗‖Id
[s,e]
= ‖Zs:e‖Id
[s,e]
,
which completes the proof. 
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This is a simple but valuable result, which can be read as follows: “under the local null
hypothesis of no signal on [s, e], the test statistic D[s,e], defined as the multiresolution sup-
norm of the empirical residuals from the same multiresolution sup-norm fit of the postulated
linear model on [s, e], is bounded by the multiresolution sup-norm of the true residual process
Zt”. This bound is achieved because the same norm is used in the linear model fit and in
the residual check, and it is important to note that the corresponding bound would not be
available if the postulated linear model were fitted with a different loss function, e.g. via
OLS. Having such a bound allows us to transfer our statistical significance calculations to
the domain of the unobserved true residuals Zt, which is much easier than working with the
corresponding empirical residuals. It is also critical to obtaining global coverage guarantees
for NSP, as we now show.
Theorem 2.1 Let S = {S1, . . . , SR} be a set of intervals returned by the NSP algorithm.
The following guarantee holds.
P (∃ i = 1, . . . , R ∀ j = 1, . . . , N [ηj , ηj + 1] 6⊆ Si) ≤ P (‖Z‖Id > λα) ≤ P (‖Z‖Ia > λα).
Proof. The second inequality is implied by (5). We now prove the first inequality. On
the set ‖Z‖Id ≤ λα, each interval Si must contain a change-point as if it did not, then by
Proposition 2.1, we would have to have
DSi ≤ ‖Z‖Id ≤ λα. (8)
However, the fact that Si was returned by NSP means, by line 14 of the NSP algorithm,
that DSi > λα, which contradicts (8). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.1 should be read as follows. Let α = P (‖Z‖Ia > λα). For a set of intervals
returned by NSP, we are guaranteed, with probability of at least 1 − α, that there is
at least one change-point in each of these intervals. Therefore, S = {S1, . . . , SR} can
be interpreted as an automatically chosen set of regions (intervals) of significance in the
data. In the no-change-point case (N = 0), the correct reading of Theorem 2.1 is that the
probability of obtaining one of more intervals of significance (R ≥ 1) is bounded from above
by P (‖Z‖Ia > λα). The following comments are in order.
NSP vs direct use of scan statistics. The use of scan statistics in NSP is different from that
in the “direct” approaches described at the beginning of this section, as in NSP they are
used on residuals from local linear fits, rather than on the original data.
NSP vs indirect use of multiresolution sup-norms. The use of multiresolution sup-norms
in NSP is also different from the “indirect” use in the Dantzig-selector-type estimators in
Davies and Kovac (2001), Davies et al. (2009), Frick et al. (2014) and Li (2016). These esti-
mators use other types of fit to the data (ones that maximise certain regularity / simplicity),
to be checked, in terms of their goodness-of-fit, via a multiresolution sup-norm. NSP uses
a multiresolution sup-norm fit to be checked via the same multiresolution sup-norm. This
is a fundamental difference which leads to exact coverage guarantees for NSP with very
simple mathematics. We show in Section 4 that SMUCE (Frick et al., 2014) does not have
the corresponding coverage guarantees even if it abandons its focus on N as an inferential
quantity.
Interpretation of S as unconditional confidence intervals. Traditionally, sets of confidence
intervals for change-point locations are constructed (see e.g. Bai and Perron (1998)) condi-
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tional on having selected a particular model, i.e. estimating N . Such a conditional approach
does not guarantee unconditional global coverage in the sense of Theorem 2.1. By contrast,
the set S of intervals returned by NSP in not conditional on any particular estimator of N ,
and as a result provides unconditional coverage guarantees. Still, the regions of significance
in S have a “confidence interval” interpretation in the sense that each must contain at least
one change, with a certain prescribed global probability.
Guaranteed locations of change-points. For an interval [s, e] in S, the set of possible change-
point locations is [s, e − 1]. If there were a change-point located at e, we would need an
interval extending beyond e to detect it. For Si = [s, e], we define S
−
i = [s, e− 1].
(1 − α)100%-guaranteed lower bound on the number of change-points. A simple corollary
of Theorem 2.1 is that for S = {S1, . . . , SR}, if the corresponding sets S−i are mutually
disjoint (as is the case e.g. if τL = τR ≡ 0), then we must have N ≥ R with probability at
least 1−α. It would be impossible to obtain a similar upper bound on N with a guaranteed
probability without order-of-magnitude assumptions on spacings between change-points and
magnitudes of parameter changes. Such assumptions are typically difficult to verify, and
we do not make them in this work. As a consequence, our result in Theorem 2.1 does not
rely on asymptotics and has a finite-sample character.
Computation of linear fit with multiresolution sup-norm loss. The linear model fit in formula
(6) can be computed in a simple and efficient way via linear programming. This is carried
out in our code with the help of the R package lpSolve.
Irrelevance of accuracy of nuisance parameter estimators. β0 in formula (6) does not have
to be an accurate estimator of the true local β for the bound in Proposition 2.1 to hold;
it holds unconditionally and for arbitrary short intervals [s, e]. This is in contrast to e.g.
an OLS fit, in which we would have to ensure accurate estimation of the local β (and
therefore: suitably long intervals [s, e]) to be able to obtain similar bounds. We return to
this important issue in Section 3.2 for comparison with the existing literature.
“Post-inference selection” and related new concepts. NSP is not automatically equipped
with pointwise estimators of change-point locations. This is an important feature, because
thanks to this, it can be so general and work in the same way for any X without a change.
If it were to come with meaningful pointwise change-point location estimators, they would
have to be designed for each X separately, e.g. using the maximum likelihood principle.
(However, NSP can be paired up with such pointwise estimators; examples, and the role
of the overlap functions τL and τR in such pairings, are given in Sections 4 and 5.) We
now introduce a few new concepts, to contrast this feature of NSP with the concept of
“post-selection inference” (see e.g. Jewell et al. (2020) for its use in our Scenario 1).
• “Post-inference selection”. If it can be assumed that an interval Si = [si, ei] ∈ S only
contains a single change-point, its location can be estimated e.g. via MLE performed
locally on the data subsample living on [si, ei]. Naturally, the MLE should be con-
structed with the specific design matrix X in mind, see Baranowski et al. (2019) for
examples in Scenarios 1 and 2. In this construction, “inference”, i.e. the execution
of NSP, occurs before “selection”, i.e. the estimation of the change-point locations,
hence the label of “post-inference selection”. This avoids the complicated machinery
of post-selection inference, as we automatically know that the p-value associated with
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the estimated change-point must be less than α.
• “Simultaneous inference and selection” or “in-inference selection”. In this construc-
tion, change-point location estimation on an interval [s˜, e˜] occurs directly after adding
it to S. The difference with “post-inference selection” is that this then naturally en-
ables appropriate non-zero overlaps τL and τR in the execution of NSP. More specifi-
cally, denoting the estimated location within [s˜, e˜] by η˜, we can set, for example,
τL(s˜, e˜, Y,X) = η˜ − s˜
τR(s˜, e˜, Y,X) = e˜− η˜ − 1,
so that lines 21–22 of the NSP algorithm become
NSP(s, η˜, Y,X,M, λα, τL, τR)
NSP(η˜ + 1, e, Y,X,M, λα, τL, τR).
• “Inference without selection”. This term refers to the use of NSP unaccompanied by
a change-point location estimator.
Known vs unknown distribution of ‖Z‖Ia. By Theorem 2.1, the only piece of knowledge
required to obtain coverage guarantees in NSP is the distribution of ‖Z‖Ia (or ‖Z‖Id),
regardless of the form of X. This is in contrast with the approach taken in Fang et al.
(2020) and Fang and Siegmund (2020), in which coverage is guaranteed with the knowledge
of distributions which may differ for each X. This property of NSP is attractive because
much is known about the distribution of ‖Z‖Ia for various underlying distributions of Z;
see Sections 2.3 and 2.4 for Z Gaussian and following other light-tailed distributions, re-
spectively. Any future further distributional results of this type would only further enhance
the applicability of NSP. However, if the distribution of ‖Z‖Ia is unknown, then an ap-
proximation can also be obtained by simulation. This can be done an order of magnitude
faster than simulating the maximum of all possible CUSUM statistics, a quantity required
to guarantee coverage in the setting of Fang et al. (2020) but without the assumption of
Gaussianity on Z: on a single dataset, the computation of ‖Z‖Ia is an O(T 2) operation,
whereas the computation of the maximum CUSUM is O(T 3).
Lack of penalisation for fine scales. Instead of using multiresolution sup-norms (multiscale
scan statistics) as defined by (4), some authors, including Walther (2010) and Frick et al.
(2014), use alternative definitions which penalise fine scales (i.e. short intervals) in order
to enhance detection power at coarser scales. We do not pursue this route, as NSP aims to
discover significant intervals that are as short as possible, and hence we are interested in
retaining good detection power at fine scales. However, some natural penalisation of fine
scales in necessary in the self-normalised case; see Section 3.1 for more details.
Upper bounds for p-values on non-detection intervals. By calculating the quantity D[s,e],
defined in (7), on each data section [s, e] delimited by the detected intervals of significance,
an upper bound on the p-value for the existence of a change-point in [s, e] can be obtained
as P (‖Z‖Ia > D[s,e]). If the interval [s, e] were considered by NSP before (as would be
the case e.g. if τL = τR = 0 and the deterministic sampling grid were used), from the
non-detection on [s, e], we would necessarily have P (‖Z‖Ia > D[s,e]) ≥ α.
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2.3 Zt ∼ i.i.d. N(0, σ2)
We now recall distributional results for ‖Z‖Ia , in the case Zt ∼ i.i.d. N(0, σ2) with σ2
assumed known, which will permit us to choose λα = λα(T ) so that P{‖Z‖Ia > λα(T )} → α
as T →∞. The resulting λα(T ) can then be used in Theorem 2.1.
The assumption of a known σ2 is common in the change-point inference literature, see e.g.
Hyun et al. (2018a), Fang and Siegmund (2020) and Jewell et al. (2020). Fundamentally,
this is because in Scenarios 1 and 2, in which the covariates possess some degree of regularity
across t, the variance parameter σ2 is relatively easy to estimate (see Section 4.1 of Du¨mbgen
and Spokoiny (2001), and Fang and Siegmund (2020), for overviews of the most common
approaches). Fryzlewicz (2020) points out potential issues in estimating σ2 in the presence
of frequent change-points, but they are addressed in Kova´cs et al. (2020a). See Section 2.5
for the unknown σ2 case.
Results on the distribution of ‖Z‖Ia are given in Siegmund and Venkatraman (1995) and
Kabluchko (2007). We recall the formulation from Kabluchko (2007) as it is slightly more
explicit.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 1.3 in Kabluchko (2007)) Let {Zt}Tt=1 be i.i.d. N(0, 1). For
every γ ∈ R,
lim
T→∞
P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≤ aT + bT γ
)
= exp(−e−γ),
where
aT =
√
2 log T +
1
2 log log T + log
H
2
√
pi√
2 log T
bT =
1√
2 log T
H =
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−4
∞∑
k=1
1
k
Φ
(
−
√
k
2y
))
dy,
where Φ() is the standard normal cdf.
We use the approximate value H = 0.82 in our numerical work. Using the asymptotic
independence of the maximum and the minimum (Kabluchko and Wang, 2014), and the
symmetry of Z, we get the following simple corollary.
P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
|Us,e(Z)| > aT + bT γ
)
= 1− P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
|Us,e(Z)| ≤ aT + bT γ
)
= 1− P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≤ aT + bT γ ∧ min
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≥ −(aT + bT γ)
)
→ 1− exp(−2e−γ) (9)
as T → ∞. In light of (9), we obtain λα for use in Theorem 2.1 as follows: (a) equate
α = 1− exp(−2e−γ) and obtain γ, (b) form λα = σ(aT + bT γ).
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2.4 Other light-tailed distributions
Kabluchko and Wang (2014) provide a result similar to Theorem 2.2 for distributions of
Z dominated by the Gaussian in a sense specified below. These include, after scaling so
that E(Z) = 0 and Var(Z) = 1, the symmetric Bernoulli, symmetric binomial and uniform
distributions, amongst others. We now briefly summarise it for completeness. Consider
the cumulant-generating function of Z defined by ϕ(u) = logE(euZ) and assume that for
some σ0 > 0, we have ϕ(u) < ∞ for all u ≥ −σ0. Assume further that for all ε > 0,
supu≥ε ϕ(u)/(u2/2) < 1. Finally, assume
ϕ(u) =
u2
2
− κud + o(ud), u ↓ 0,
for some d ∈ {3, 4, . . .} and κ > 0. Typical values of d for non-symmetric and symmetric
distributions, respectively, are 3 and 4. Under these assumptions, we have
lim
T→∞
P
(
1
2
{
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z)
}2
≤ log
{
T log
d−6
2(d−2) T
}
+ γ
)
= exp(−Λd,κe−γ),
for all γ ∈ R, where Λd,κ = pi−1/2Γ(d/(d − 2))(2κ)2/(d−2). After simple algebraic manip-
ulations, this result permits a selection of λα for use in Theorem 2.1, similarly to Section
2.3.
2.5 Estimating σ2
We show under what condition Theorem 2.2 remains valid with an estimated variance
σ2, and give an estimator of σ2 that satisfies this condition for certain matrices X and
parameter vectors β(j). Similar considerations are possible for the light-tailed distributions
from Section 2.4, but we omit them for brevity.
With {Zt}Tt=1 ∼ N(0, σ2) rather than N(0, 1), the statement of Theorem 2.2 trivially mod-
ifies to
lim
T→∞
P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≤ σ(aT + bT γ)
)
= exp(−e−γ).
From the form of the limiting distribution, it is clear that the theorem remains valid if
γT −→
T→∞
γ is used in place of γ, yielding
lim
T→∞
P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≤ σ(aT + bT γT )
)
= exp(−e−γ). (10)
With σ estimated via a generic estimator σˆ, we ask under what circumstances
lim
T→∞
P
(
max
1≤s≤e≤T
Us,e(Z) ≤ σˆ(aT + bT γ)
)
= exp(−e−γ). (11)
In light of (10), it is enough to solve for γT in σ(aT + bT γT ) = σˆ(aT + bT γ), yielding
γT =
aT
bT
(
σˆ
σ
− 1
)
+
σˆ
σ
γ. (12)
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In view of the form of aT and bT defined in Theorem 2.2, γT defined in (12) satisfies
γT −→
T→∞
γ on a set large enough for (11) to hold if
∣∣∣∣ σˆσ − 1
∣∣∣∣ = oP (log−1 T ), or equivalently ∣∣∣∣ σˆ2σ2 − 1
∣∣∣∣ = oP (log−1 T ). (13)
After Rice (1984) and Du¨mbgen and Spokoiny (2001), define
σˆ2R =
1
2(T − 1)
T−1∑
t=1
(Yt+1 − Yt)2. (14)
Define the signal in model (2) by ft = Xt,·β(j) for t = ηj+1, . . . , ηj+1, for j = 0, . . . , N . The
total variation of a vector {ft}Tt=1 is defined by TV (f) =
∑T−1
t=1 |ft+1− ft|. As in Du¨mbgen
and Spokoiny (2001), we have E{(σˆ2R/σ2 − 1)2} = O(T−1{1 + TV 2(f)}), from which (13)
follows, by Markov inequality, if
TV (f) = o(T 1/2 log−1 T ). (15)
By way of a simple example, in Scenario 1, TV (f) =
∑N
j=1 |fηj − fηj+1|, and therefore
(15) is satisfied if the sum of jump magnitudes in f is o(T 1/2 log−1 T ). Note that if f is
bounded with a number of change-points that is finite in T , then TV (f) = const(T ). Similar
arguments apply in Scenario 2, and in Scenario 3 for certain matrices X.
Without formal theoretical justifications, we also mention two further estimators of σ2 (or
σ) which we use later in our numerical work.
• In Scenarios 1 and 2, we use σˆMAD, the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) estimator
as implemented in the R routine mad, computed on the sequence {2−1/2(Yt+1−Yt)}T−1t=1 .
Empirically, σˆMAD is more robust than σˆR to the presence of change-points in ft, but
is also more sensitive to departures from the Gaussianity of Zt.
• In Scenario 3, in settings outside Scenarios 1 and 2, we use the following estima-
tor. In model (2), estimate σ via least squares, on a rolling window basis, using
the window of size w = min{T,max([T 1/2], 20)}, to obtain the sequence of estima-
tors σˆ1, . . . , σˆT−w+1. Take σˆMOLS = median(σˆ1, . . . , σˆT−w+1), where MOLS stands
for ‘Median of OLS estimators’. The hope is that most of the local estimators
σˆ1, . . . , σˆT−w+1 are computed on change-point-free sections of the data, and there-
fore the median of these local estimators should serve as an accurate estimator of the
true σ. Empirically, σˆMOLS is a useful alternative to σˆR in settings in which condition
(15) is not satisfied.
3 NSP with self-normalisation and with autoregression
3.1 Self-normalised NSP
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 outline the choice of λα for Gaussian or lighter-tailed distributions of
Zt. Kabluchko and Wang (2014) point out that the square-root normalisation used in (3) is
not natural for the heavier-tailed than Gaussian sublogarithmic class of distributions, which
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includes Gamma, negative binomial and Poisson. Siegmund and Yakir (2000) provide the
‘right’ normalisation for these and other exponential-family distributions, but this involves
the likelihood function of Zt and hence requires the knowledge of its full distribution, which
may not always be available to the analyst. Similarly, Mikosch and Rac˘kauskas (2010)
provide the suitable normalisation for regularly varying random variables with index αRV ,
which also involves the knowledge of αRV . We are interested in obtaining a universal
normalisation in (3) which would work across a wide range of distributions without requiring
their explicit knowledge.
One such solution is offered by the self-normalisation framework developed in Rac˘kauskas
and Suquet (2001), Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2003), Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2004) and
related papers. We now recall the basics and discuss the necessary adaptations to our
context. We first discuss the relevant distributional results for the true residuals Zt. In this
paper, we only cover the case of symmetric distributions of Zt. For the non-symmetric case,
which requires a slightly different normalisation, see Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2003).
In Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2003), the following result is proved. Let
ρθ,ν,c(δ) = δ
θ logν(c/δ), 0 < θ < 1, ν ∈ R,
where c ≥ exp(ν/θ) if ν > 0 and c > exp(−ν/(1− θ)) if ν < 0. Further, let
lim
j→∞
2jρθ,ν,c
2(2−j)
j
=∞.
This last condition, in particular, is satisfied if θ = 1/2 and ν > 1/2. The function ρθ,ν,c will
play the role of a modulus of continuity. Let Z1, Z2, . . . be independent and symmetrically
distributed with E(Zt) = 0; note they do not need to be identically distributed. Define
St = Z1 + . . .+ Zt,
V 2t = Z
2
1 + . . .+ Z
2
t .
Assume further
V −2T max1≤t≤T
Z2t → 0 (16)
in probability as T → ∞. Egorov (1997) shows that (16) is equivalent to the central limit
theorem. Therefore, the material of this section applies to a much wider class of distributions
than the heterogeneous extension of SMUCE in Pein et al. (2017), which only applies to
normally distributed Zt.
Let the random polygonal partial sums process ζT be defined on [0, 1] as linear interpolation
between the knots (V 2t /V
2
T , St), t = 0, . . . , T , where S0 = V0 = 0, and let
ζseT =
ζT
VT
.
Denote by Hρθ,ν,c [0, 1] the set of continuous functions x : [0, 1]→ R such that ωρθ,ν,c(x, 1) <
∞, where
ωρθ,ν,c(x, δ) = sup
u,v∈[0,1], 0<|v−u|<δ
|x(v)− x(u)|
ρθ,ν,c(|v − u|) .
Hρθ,ν,c [0, 1] is a Banach space in its natural norm
‖x‖ρθ,ν,c = |x(0)|+ ωρθ,ν,c(x, 1).
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Define H0ρθ,ν,c [0, 1], a closed subspace of Hρθ,ν,c [0, 1], by
H0ρθ,ν,c [0, 1] = {x ∈ Hρθ,ν,c [0, 1] : limδ→0ωρθ,ν,c(x, δ) = 0}.
H0ρθ,ν,c [0, 1] is a separable Banach space. Under these conditions, we have the following
convergence in distribution as T →∞:
ζseT →W (17)
in H0ρθ,ν,c [0, 1], where W (u), u ∈ [0, 1] is a standard Wiener process.
Define
Iρθ,ν,c(x, u, v) =
|x(v)− x(u)|
ρθ,ν,c(|v − u|)
and, with  > 0 and c = exp(1 + 2), consider the statistic
sup
0≤i<j≤T
Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζ
se
T , V
2
i /V
2
T , V
2
j /V
2
T )
= sup
0≤i<j≤T
|ζseT (V 2j /V 2T )− ζseT (V 2i /V 2T )|
ρ1/2,1/2+,c(V
2
j /V
2
T − V 2i /V 2T )
= sup
0≤i<j≤T
|Sj − Si|√
V 2j − V 2i log1/2+{c/(V 2j /V 2T − V 2i /V 2T )}
= sup
0≤i<j≤T
|Zi+1 + . . .+ Zj |√
Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z
2
j log
1/2+{cV 2T /(Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z2j )}
.
In the notation and under the conditions listed above, it is a direct consequence of the
distributional convergence (17) in the space H0ρθ,ν,c [0, 1] that for any level γ, we have
P
(
sup
0≤i<j≤T
Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζ
se
T , V
2
i /V
2
T , V
2
j /V
2
T ) ≥ γ
)
≤ P
(
sup
u,v∈[0,1]
Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζ
se
T , u, v) ≥ γ
)
→ P
(
sup
u,v∈[0,1]
Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(W,u, v) ≥ γ
)
(18)
as T → ∞, and the quantiles of the distribution of supu,v∈[0,1] Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(W,u, v), which
does not depend on the sample size T , can be computed (once) by simulation.
Following the narrative of Sections 2.2 and 2.3, to make these results operational in a
new function DeviationFromLinearity.SN (where ‘SN’ stands for self-normalisation),
to replace the function DeviationFromLinearity in line 12 of the NSP algorithm, we
need the following development. Initially, assume the global residual sum of squares V 2T
is known; we discuss later how to estimate it. For a generic interval [s, e] containing no
change-points, we need to be able to obtain empirical residuals Zˆ
(k)
i+1, . . . , Zˆ
(k)
j for k = 1, 2
and Zˆ
(3)
s , . . . , Zˆ
(3)
e for which we can guarantee that
sup
s−1≤i<j≤e
|Zˆ(3)i+1 + . . .+ Zˆ(3)j |√
(Zˆ
(2)
i+1)
2 + . . .+ (Zˆ
(2)
j )
2 log1/2+{cV 2T /((Zˆ(1)i+1)2 + . . .+ (Zˆ(1)j )2)}
≤ sup
s−1≤i<j≤e
|Zi+1 + . . .+ Zj |√
Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z
2
j log
1/2+{cV 2T /(Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z2j )}
. (19)
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We now outline how this can be achieved.
k = 1. Let (Zˆ
(1)
i+1, . . . , Zˆ
(1)
j ) be the ordinary least-squares residuals from regressing Y(i+1):j
on X(i+1):j,·, where j − i > p. As [s, e] contains no change-point, we have (Zˆ(1)i+1)2 +
. . .+ (Zˆ
(1)
j )
2 ≤ Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z2j and hence
log1/2+{cV 2T /((Zˆ(1)i+1)2 + . . .+ (Zˆ(1)j )2)} ≥ log1/2+{cV 2T /(Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z2j )}.
k = 2. We use
(Zˆ
(2)
i+1, . . . , Zˆ
(2)
j ) = (1 + )(Zˆ
(1)
i+1, . . . , Zˆ
(1)
j ), (20)
which guarantees (Zˆ
(2)
i+1)
2+ . . .+(Zˆ
(2)
j )
2 ≥ Z2i+1+ . . .+Z2j for  and j−i suitably large,
for a range of distributions of Zt and design matrices X. We now briefly sketch the
argument justifying this for Scenario 1; similar considerations are possible in Scenario
2 but are notationally much more involved and we omit them here for brevity. The
argument relies again on self-normalisation. From standard least-squares theory (in
any Scenario), we have
(Zˆ
(1)
(i+1):j)
>Zˆ(1)(i+1):j = Z
>
(i+1):jZ(i+1):j−Z>(i+1):jX(i+1):j,·(X>(i+1):j,·X(i+1):j,·)−1X>(i+1):j,·Z(i+1):j .
In Scenario 1, (X>(i+1):j,·X(i+1):j,·)
−1 = (j − i)−1, and hence
Z>(i+1):jX(i+1):j,·(X
>
(i+1):j,·X(i+1):j,·)
−1X>(i+1):j,·Z(i+1):j = Ui+1,j(Z)
2.
From the above, we obtain
(Zˆ
(1)
(i+1):j)
>Zˆ(1)(i+1):j = Z
>
(i+1):jZ(i+1):j
(
1− Ui+1,j(Z)
2
Z>(i+1):jZ(i+1):j
)
= Z>(i+1):jZ(i+1):j
(
1− (j − i)−1 log1+2{cV 2T /(Z2i+1 + . . .+ Z2j )}
× I2ρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζseT , V 2i /V 2T , V 2j /V 2T )
)
. (21)
In light of the distributional result (18), the relationship between the statistic Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(W,u, v)
and Rac˘kauskas and Suquet (2004)’s statistic UI(ρ1/2,1/2+,c), as well as their Remark
5, we are able to bound sup0≤i<j≤T I2ρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζ
se
T , V
2
i /V
2
T , V
2
j /V
2
T ) by a term of or-
der O(log T ) on a set of probability 1 − O(T−1). Making the mild assumption that
sup0≤i<j≤T log
1+2{cV 2T /(Z2i+1+ . . .+Z2j )}  lT = oP (T log−1 T ) and continuing from
(21), we obtain the bound
(Zˆ
(1)
(i+1):j)
>Zˆ(1)(i+1):j ≥ Z>(i+1):jZ(i+1):j
(
1− C(j − i)−1lT log T
)
for a certain constant C > 0, which can be bounded from below by Z>(i+1):jZ(i+1):j(1+
)−2, uniformly over those i, j for which (j− i)−1lT log T → 0. This justifies (20) and
completes the argument.
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k = 3. Having obtained Zˆ
(1)
(i+1):j and Zˆ
(2)
(i+1):j as above, the problem of obtaining Zˆ
(3)
s:e to
guarantee
sup
s−1≤i<j≤e
|Zˆ(3)i+1 + . . .+ Zˆ(3)j |√
(Zˆ
(2)
i+1)
2 + . . .+ (Zˆ
(2)
j )
2 log1/2+{cV 2T /((Zˆ(1)i+1)2 + . . .+ (Zˆ(1)j )2)}
≤ sup
s−1≤i<j≤e
|Zi+1 + . . .+ Zj |√
(Zˆ
(2)
i+1)
2 + . . .+ (Zˆ
(2)
j )
2 log1/2+{cV 2T /((Zˆ(1)i+1)2 + . . .+ (Zˆ(1)j )2)}
,(22)
which in turn guarantees the bound (19), is practically equivalent to the multiresolu-
tion norm minimisation solved in formula (6) except it now uses a weighted version
of the norm ‖ · ‖Ia
[s,e]
, where the weights are given in the denominator of (22). This
weighted problem is solved via linear programming just as easily as (6), the only differ-
ence being that the relevant constraints are multiplied by the corresponding weights.
We now discuss further practicalities of the self-normalisation.
Ia[s,e] versus Id[s,e]. In the above exposition, we use all intervals [i + 1, j] ⊆ [s, e], i.e. the
set Ia[s,e]. In practice, for computational reasons, we compute the supremum on the LHS of
(19) over the dyadic set Id[s,e], which does not alter the validity of the bound.
Estimating VT . Our empirical experience is that the statistic on the LHS of (19) is fairly
robust to the choice of V 2T , as the latter only enters through the (close to) square-root
logarithmic term in the denominator. In addition, over-estimation of V 2T for use on the LHS
of (19) is permitted as it only strengthens the bound in (19). For these reasons, we do not
dwell on the accurate estimation of V 2T here, but use the rough estimate
Vˆ 2T =
T
T − w + 1
T−w+1∑
t=1
σˆ2t ,
where the σˆt’s are the constituents of the σˆMOLS estimator from Section 2.5.
Relevant range of i and j. As clarified earlier, the use of (20) requires that small values of
j−i do not enter in the computation of the supremum on the LHS of (19). In practice, how-
ever, we use all [i+1, j] ∈ Id[s,e]. This is because the function Iρ1/2,1/2+,c(ζseT , V 2i /V 2T , V 2j /V 2T )
naturally penalises small scales (i.e. short intervals [i + 1, j]) through the use of the log-
arithmic term in the denominator. Therefore, in practice, short intervals [i + 1, j] do not
tend to achieve the supremum on the LHS of (19) and as a result, we have found further
exclusion of such short intervals unnecessary.
Choice of . We have experimented with  in the range [0.03, 0.1] and found little difference
in practical performance. Our code uses  = 0.03 as a default.
3.2 NSP with autoregression
To accommodate autoregression, we introduce the following additional scenario.
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Scenario 4. Linear regression with autoregression, with piecewise-constant parameters.
For a given design matrix X = (Xt,i), t = 1, . . . , T , i = 1, . . . , p, the response Yt
follows the model
Yt = Xt,·β(j) +
r∑
k=1
a
(j)
k Yt−k + Zt for t = ηj + 1, . . . , ηj+1, (23)
for j = 0, . . . , N , where the regression parameter vectors β(j) = (β
(j)
1 , . . . , β
(j)
p )′ and
the autoregression parameters a
(j)
k are such that either β
(j) 6= β(j+1) or a(j)k 6= a(j+1)k
for some k (or both types of changes occur).
In this work, we treat the autoregressive order r as fixed and known to the analyst. Change-
point detection in the signal in the presence of serial correlation is a known hard problem in
change-point analysis and many methods (see e.g. Dette et al. (2018) for an example and
a literature review) rely on the accurate estimation of the long-run variance of the noise, a
difficult problem. Fang and Siegmund (2020) consider r = 1 and treat the autoregressive
parameter as known, but acknowledge that in practice it is estimated from the data; how-
ever, they add that “[it] would also be possible to estimate [the autoregressive parameter]
from the currently studied subset of the data, but this estimator appears to be unstable”.
NSP circumvents this instability issue, as explained below. NSP for Scenario 4 proceeds as
follows.
1. Supplement the design matrix X with the lagged versions of the variable Y , or in
other words substitute
X :=
[
X Y·−1 · · · Y·−r
]
,
where Y·−k denotes the respective backshift operation. Omit the first r rows of the
thus-modified X, and the first r elements of Y .
2. Run the NSP algorithm of Section 2.1 with the new X and Y (with a suitable mod-
ification to line 12 if using the self-normalised version), with the following single
difference. In lines 21 and 22, recursively call the NSP routine on the intervals
[s, s˜ + τL(s˜, e˜, Y,X) − r] and [e˜ − τR(s˜, e˜, Y,X) + r, e], respectively. As each local
regression is now supplemented with autoregression of order r, we insert the extra
“buffer” of size r between the detected interval [s˜, e˜] and the next children intervals
to ensure that we do not process information about the same change-point in both
the parent call and one of the children calls, which prevents double detection. The
discussion under the heading of “Guaranteed location of change-points” from Section
2.2 still applies in this case.
As the NSP algorithm for Scenario 4 proceeds in exactly the same way as for Scenario 3,
the result of Theorem 2.1 applies to the output of NSP for Scenario 4 too.
The NSP algorithm offers a new point of view on change-point analysis in the presence
of autocorrelation. This is because unlike the existing approaches, most of which require
the accurate estimation of the autoregressive parameters before successful change-point
detection can be achieved, NSP circumvents the issue by using the same multiresolution
norm in the local regression fits on each [s, e], and in the subsequent tests of the local
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residuals. In this way, the autoregression parameters do not have to be estimated accurately
for the relevant stochastic bound in Proposition 2.1 to hold; it holds unconditionally and
for arbitrary short intervals [s, e]. Therefore unlike e.g. the method of Fang and Siegmund
(2020), NSP is able to deal with autoregression, stably, on arbitrarily short intervals.
4 Numerical illustrations
4.1 Scenario 1 – piecewise constancy
4.1.1 Low signal-to-noise example
We use the piecewise-constant blocks signal of length T = 2048 containing N = 11 change-
points, defined in Fryzlewicz (2014). We contaminate it with i.i.d. Gaussian noise with
σ = 10, simulated with random seed set to 1. This represents a difficult setting from
the perspective of multiple change-point detection, with practically all state of the art
multiple change-point detection methods failing to estimate all 11 change-points with high
probability (Anastasiou and Fryzlewicz, 2020). Therefore, a high degree of uncertainty with
regards to the existence and locations of change-points can be expected here.
The NSP procedure with the σˆMAD estimate of σ, run with the following parameters:
M = 1000, α = 0.1, τL = τR = 0, and with a deterministic interval sampling grid, returns
7 intervals of significance, shown in the top left plot of Figure 1. We recall that it is not
the aim of the NSP procedure to detect all change-points. The correct interpretation of
the result is that we can be at least 100(1 − α)% = 90% certain that each of the intervals
returned by NSP covers at least one true change-point. We note that this coverage holds
for this particular sample path, with exactly one true change-point being located within
each interval of significance.
NSP enables the definition of the following concept of a change-point hierarchy. A hypoth-
esised change-point contained in the detected interval of significance [s˜1, e˜1] is considered
more prominent than one contained in [s˜2, e˜2] if [s˜1, e˜1] is shorter than [s˜2, e˜2]. The bottom
left plot of Figure 1 shows a “prominence plot” for this output of the NSP procedure, in
which the lengths of the detected intervals of significance are arranged in the order from
the shortest to the longest.
It is unsurprising that the intervals returned by NSP do not cover the remaining 4 change-
points, as from a visual inspection, it appears that all of them are located towards the edges
of data sections situated between the intervals of significance. Executing NSP without an
overlap, i.e. with τL = τR = 0, means that the procedure runs, in each recursive step,
wholly on data sections between (and only including the end-points of) the previously
detected intervals of significance. Therefore, in light of the close-to-the-edge locations of
the remaining 4 change-points within such data sections, and the low signal-to-noise ratio,
any procedure would struggle to detect them there.
This shows the importance of allowing non-zero overlaps τL and τR in NSP. We next test
the following overlap functions on this example:
τL(s˜, e˜) = b(s˜+ e˜)/2c − s˜,
τR(s˜, e˜) = b(s˜+ e˜)/2c+ 1− e˜. (24)
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Figure 1: Top left: realisation Yt of noisy blocks with σ = 10 (light grey), true change-point
locations (blue), NSP intervals of significance (α = 0.1) with no overlap (shaded red). Top
right: the same but with overlap as in (24). Bottom left: “prominence plot” – bar plot
of e˜i − s˜i, i = 1, . . . , 7, plotted in increasing order, where [s˜i, e˜i] are the NSP no-overlap
significance intervals; the labels are “s˜i–e˜i”. Bottom right: Y837:1303. See Section 4.1.1 for
more details.
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This setting means that upon detecting a generic interval of significance [s˜, e˜] within [s, e],
the NSP algorithm continues on the left interval [s, b(s˜ + e˜)/2c] and the right interval
[b(s˜ + e˜)/2c + 1, e] (recall that the no-overlap case results uses the left interval [s, s˜] and
the right interval [e˜, e]). The outcome of the NSP procedure with the overlap functions in
(24) but otherwise the same parameters as earlier is shown in the top right plot of Figure 1.
This version of the procedure returns 10 intervals of significance, such that (a) each interval
covers at least one true change-point, and (b) they collectively cover 10 of the signal’s
N = 11 change-points, the only exception being η3 = 307.
We briefly remark that one of the returned intervals of significance, [s˜, e˜] = [837, 1303], is
much longer than the others, but this should not surprise given that the (only) change-point
it covers, η7 = 901, is barely, if at all, suggested by the visual inspection of the data. The
data section Y837:1303 is shown in the bottom right plot of Figure 1.
Finally, we mention computation times for this particular example, on a standard 2015
iMac: 72 seconds (M = 1000, no overlap), 86 seconds (M = 1000, overlap as above), 8
seconds (M = 100, no overlap), and 10 seconds (M = 100, overlap as above).
4.1.2 Importance of two-stage search for shortest interval of significance
We next illustrate the importance of the two-stage search for the shortest interval of signif-
icance, whose stage two is performed in line 19 of the NSP algorithm via the call
[s˜, e˜] := ShortestSignificantSubinterval(sm0 , em0 , Y,X,M, λα).
Consider the same blocks signal but with the much smaller noise standard deviation σ = 1.
A realisation Yt is shown in the left plot of Figure 2. All N = 11 change-points are visually
obvious and hence we would expect NSP to return 11 intervals [s˜i, e˜i], exactly covering the
true change-points, for which we would have e˜i− s˜i = 1 for most if not all i. As shown in the
middle plot of Figure 2, the NSP procedure with no overlap and with the same parameters
as in Section 4.1.1 returns 11 intervals of significance with e˜i − s˜i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 10 and
e˜11 − s˜11 = 2. The 11 intervals of significance cover the true change-points.
However, consider now an alternative version of NSP, labelled NSP(1), which only performs
a one-stage search for the shortest interval of significance. NSP(1) proceeds by replacing
line 19 of the NSP algorithm by
[s˜, e˜] := [sm0 , em0 ].
In other words, [sm0 , em0 ] is not searched for its shortest sub-interval of significance, but
is added to S as it is. The output of NSP(1) on Yt is shown in the right plot of Figure 2.
The intervals of significance returned by NSP(1) are unreasonably long from the statistical
point of view, with e˜i − s˜i varying from 2 to 45. However, this has a clear explanation
from the point of view of the algorithmic construction of NSP(1). For example, in the first
recursive stage, in which [s, e] = [1, T ], the spacing of the (approximately) equispaced grid
from which the candidate intervals [sm, em] are drawn varies between 45 and 46. Therefore,
it is unsurprising that the first detection performed by NSP(1) is such that e˜i − s˜i = 45.
This issue would not arise in NSP, as NSP would then search this detection interval for its
shortest significant sub-interval. From the output of the NSP procedure, we can see that
this second-stage search drastically reduced the length of this detection interval, which is
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Figure 2: Left: realisation Yt of noisy blocks with σ = 1. Middle: prominence plot of
NSP-detected intervals. Right: the same for NSP(1). See Section 4.1.2 for more details.
unsurprising given how obvious the change-points are in this example. This illustrates the
importance of the two-stage search in NSP.
For very long signals, it is conceivable that an analogous three-stage search may be a better
option, possibly combined with a reduction in M to enhance the speed of the procedure.
4.1.3 NSP vs SMUCE: coverage comparison
For the NSP procedure, Theorem 2.1 promises that the probability of detecting an interval of
significance which does not cover a true change-point is bounded from above by P (‖Z‖Ia >
λα), regardless of the value of M and of the overlap parameters τL, τR. In this section, we
set P (‖Z‖Ia > λα) = α = 0.1.
We now show that a similar coverage guarantee is not available in SMUCE, even if we
move away from its focus on N as an inferential quality, thereby obtaining a more lenient
performance test for SMUCE. In R, SMUCE is implemented in the package stepR, available
from CRAN. For a generic data vector y, the start- and end-points of the confidence intervals
for the SMUCE-estimated change-point locations (at significance level α = 0.1) are available
in columns 3 and 4 of the table returned by the call
jumpint(stepFit(y, alpha=0.1, confband=T))
with the exception of its final row.
In this numerical example, we consider again the blocks signal with σ = 10. For each
of 100 simulated sample paths, we record a “1” for SMUCE if each interval defined above
contains at least one true change-point, and a “0” otherwise. Similarly, we record a “1” for
NSP if each interval S−i contains at least one true change-point, where S = {S1, . . . , SR}
is the set of intervals returned by NSP, and a “0” otherwise. As before, in NSP, we use
M = 1000, τL = τR = 0, and a deterministic interval sampling grid.
With the random seed set to 1 prior to the simulation of the sample paths, the percentages
of “1”’s obtained for SMUCE and NSP are in Table 1. While NSP (generously) keeps its
promise of delivering a “1” with the probability of at least 0.9, the same cannot be said for
SMUCE, for which the result of 52% makes the interpretation of its significance parameter
α = 0.1 difficult.
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method coverage
SMUCE 52
NSP 100
Table 1: Empirical percentage coverages obtained by SMUCE and NSP, both at α = 0.1
significance level, in the exercise of Section 4.1.3.
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Figure 3: Noisy (light grey) and true (black) shortwave2 signal, with NSPq significance
intervals for q = 0 (left, misspecified model), q = 1 (middle, well-specified model), q = 2
(right, over-specified model). See Section 4.2 for more details.
4.2 Scenario 2 – piecewise linearity
We consider the continuous, piecewise-linear shortwave2 signal, defined as the first 450 ele-
ments of the wave2 signal from Baranowski et al. (2019), contaminated with i.i.d. Gaussian
noise with σ = 0.5. The signal and a sample path are shown in Figure 3.
In this model, we run the NSP procedure, with no overlaps and with the other parameters
set as in Section 4.1.1, (wrongly or correctly) assuming the following, where q denotes the
postulated degree of the underlying piecewise polynomial:
q = 0. This wrongly assumes that the true signal is piecewise constant.
q = 1. This assumes the correct degree of the polynomial pieces making up the signal.
q = 2. This over-specifies the degree: the piecewise-linear pieces can be modelled as piece-
wise quadratic, but with the quadratic coefficient set to zero.
We denote the resulting versions of the NSP procedure by NSPq for q = 0, 1, 2. The intervals
of significance returned by all three NSPq methods are shown in Figure 3. Theorem 2.1
guarantees that the NSP1 intervals each cover a true change-point with probability of at least
1−α = 0.9 and this behaviour takes places in this particular realisation. The same guarantee
holds for the over-specified situation in NSP2, but there is no performance guarantee for
the mis-specified model in NSP0.
The total length of the intervals of significance returned by NSPq for a range of q can
potentially be used to aid the selection of the ‘best’ q. To illustrate this potential use, note
that the total length of the NSP0 intervals of significance is much larger than that of NSP1
or NSP2, and therefore the piecewise-constant model would not be preferred here on the
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Figure 4: Left: squarewave signal with heterogeneous t4 noise (black), self-normalised
NSP intervals of significance (shaded red), true change-points (blue); see Section 4.3 for
details. Right: piecewise-constant signal from Dette et al. (2018) with Gaussian AR(1)
noise with coefficient 0.9 and standard deviation (1−0.92)−1/2/5 (light grey), NSP intervals
of significance (shaded red), true change-points (blue); see Section 4.4 for details.
grounds that the data deviates from it over a large proportion of its domain. The total
lengths of the intervals of significance for NSP1 and NSP2 are very similar, and hence the
piecewise-linear model might (correctly) be preferred here as offering a good description of
a similar portion of the data, with fewer parameters than the piecewise-quadratic model.
4.3 Self-normalised NSP
We briefly illustrate the performance of the self-normalised NSP. We define the piecewise-
constant squarewave signal as taking the values of 0, 10, 0, 10, each over a stretch of 200
time points. With the random seed set to 1, we contaminate it with a sequence of indepen-
dent t-distributed random variables with 4 degrees of freedom, with the standard deviation
changing linearly from σ1 = 2
√
2 to σ800 = 8
√
2. The simulated dataset, showing the
“spiky” nature of the noise, is in the left plot of Figure 4.
We run the self-normalised version of NSP with the following parameters: a deterministic
equispaced interval sampling grid, M = 1000, α = 0.1,  = 0.03, no overlap; the outcome is
in the left plot of Figure 4. Each true change-point is correctly contained within a (separate)
NSP interval of significance, and we note that no spurious intervals get detected despite the
heavy-tailed and heterogeneous character of the noise.
A typical feature of the self-normalised NSP intervals of significance, exhibited also in this
example, is their relatively large width in comparison to the standard (non-self-normalised)
NSP. In practice, we rarely came across a self-normalised NSP interval of significance of
length below 60. This should not surprise given the fact that the self-normalised NSP is
distribution-agnostic in the sense that the data transformation it uses is valid for a wide
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no. of intervals of significance 2 3 4 5
percentage of sample paths 11 32 42 15
Table 2: Percentage of sample paths with the given numbers of NSP-detected intervals in
the autoregressive example of Section 4.4.
range of distributions of Zt, and leads to the same limiting distribution under the null.
Therefore, the relative large width of self-normalised intervals of significance arises naturally
as a protection against mistaking potential heavy-tailed noise for signal. We emphasise that
the user does not need to know the distribution of Zt to perform the self-normalised NSP.
4.4 NSP with autoregression
We use the piecewise-constant signal of length T = 1000 from the first simulation setting
in Dette et al. (2018), contaminated with Gaussian AR(1) noise with coefficient 0.9 and
standard deviation (1 − 0.92)−1/2/5. A sample path, together with the true change-point
locations, is shown in the right plot of Figure 4.
We run the AR version of the NSP algorithm (as outlined in Section 3.2), with the following
parameters: a deterministic equispaced interval sampling grid, M = 100, α = 0.1, no
overlap, σˆ2MOLS estimator of the residual variance. The resulting intervals are shown in the
right plot of Figure 4; NSP intervals cover four out of the five true change-points, and there
are no spurious intervals.
We simulate from this model 100 times and obtain the following results. In 100% of the
sample paths, each NSP interval of significance covers one true change-point (which fulfils
the promise of Theorem 2.1). The distribution of the detected numbers of intervals is as in
Table 2; we recall that NSP does not promise to detect the number of intervals equal to the
number of true change-points in the underlying process.
5 Data examples
5.1 The US ex-post real interest rate
We re-analyse the time series of US ex-post real interest rate (the three-month treasury bill
rate deflated by the CPI inflation rate) considered in Garcia and Perron (1996) and Bai and
Perron (2003). The dataset is available at http://qed.econ.queensu.ca/jae/datasets/
bai001/. The dataset Yt, shown in the left plot of Figure 5, is quarterly and the range is
1961:1–1986:3, so t = 1, . . . , T = 103.
We first perform a naive analysis in which we assume our Scenario 1 (piecewise-constant
mean) plus i.i.d. N(0, σ2) innovations. This is only so we can obtain a rough segmentation
which we can then use to adjust for possible heteroscedasticity of the innovations in the next
stage. We estimate σ2 via σˆ2MAD and run the NSP algorithm (with random interval sampling
but having set the random seed to 1, for reproducibility) with the following parameters:
M = 1000, α = 0.1, τL = τR = 0. This returns the set S0 of two significant intervals:
S0 = {[31, 62], [78, 84]}. We estimate the locations of the change-points within these two
intervals via CUSUM fits on Y31:62 and Y78:84; this returns ηˆ1 = 47 and ηˆ2 = 82. The
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Figure 5: Left plot: time series Yt; right plot: time series Y˜t; both with piecewise-constant
fits (red) and intervals of significance returned by NSP (shaded grey). See Section 5.1 for a
detailed description.
corresponding fit is in the left plot of Figure 5. We then produce an adjusted dataset,
in which we divide Y1:47, Y48:82, Y83:103 by the respective estimated standard deviations of
these sections of the data. The adjusted dataset Y˜t is shown in the right plot of Figure
5 and has a visually homoscedastic appearance. NSP run on the adjusted dataset with
the same parameters (random seed 1, M = 1000, α = 0.1, τL = τR = 0) produces the
significant interval set S˜0 = {[23, 54], [76, 84]}. CUSUM fits on the corresponding data
sections Y˜23:54, Y˜76:84 produce identical estimated change-point locations η˜1 = 47, η˜2 = 82.
The fit is in the right plot of Figure 5.
We could stop here and agree with Garcia and Perron (1996), who also conclude that
there are two change-points in this dataset, with locations within our detected intervals
of significance. However, we note that the first interval, [23, 54], is relatively long, so one
question is whether it could be covering another change-point to the left of η˜1 = 47. To
investigate this, we re-run NSP with the same parameters on Y˜1:47 but find no intervals of
significance (not even with the lower thresholds induced by the shorter sample size T1 = 47
rather than the original T = 103). Our lack of evidence for a third change-point contrasts
with Bai and Perron (2003)’s preference for a model with three change-points.
However, the fact that the first interval of significance [23, 54] is relatively long could also be
pointing to model misspecification. If the change of level over the first portion of the data
were gradual rather than abrupt, we could naturally expect longer intervals of significance
under the misspecified piecewise-constant model. To investigate this further, we now run
NSP on Y˜t but in Scenario 2, initially in the piecewise-linear model (q = 1), which leads to
one interval of significance: S1 = {[73, 99]}.
This raises the prospect of modelling the mean of Y˜1:73 as linear. We produce such a fit, in
which in addition the mean of Y˜74:103 is modelled as piecewise-constant, with the change-
point location η˜2 = 79 found via a CUSUM fit on Y˜74:103. As the middle section of the
estimated signal between the two change-points (η˜1 = 73, η˜2 = 79) is relatively short, we
also produce an alternative fit in which the mean of Y˜1:76 is modelled as linear, and the mean
of Y˜77:103 as constant (the starting point for the constant part was chosen to accommodate
the spike at t = 77). This is in the right plot of Figure 6 and has a lower BIC value (9.28)
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Figure 6: Left plot: Yt with the quadratic+constant fit; right plot: Y˜t with the lin-
ear+constant fit. See Section 5.1 for a detailed description.
than the piecewise-constant fit from the right plot of Figure 5 (10.57). This is because the
linear+constant fit uses four parameters, whereas the piecewise-constant fit uses five.
The viability of the linear+constant model for the scaled data Y˜t is encouraging because it
raises the possibility of a model for the original data Yt in which the mean of Yt evolves
smoothly in the initial part of the data. We construct a simple example of such a model
by fitting the best quadratic on Y1:76 (resulting in a strictly decreasing, concave fit), fol-
lowed by a constant on Y77:104. The change-point location, 77, is the same as in the lin-
ear+constant fit for Y˜t. The fit is in the left plot of Figure 6. It is interesting to see that
the quadratic+constant model for Yt leads to a lower residual variance than the piecewise-
constant model (4.83 to 4.94). Both models use five parameters. We conclude that more
general piecewise-polynomial modelling of this dataset can be a viable alternative to the
piecewise-constant modelling used in Garcia and Perron (1996) and Bai and Perron (2003).
This example shows how NSP, beyond its usual role as an automatic detector of regions of
significance, can also serve as a useful tool in achieving improved model selection.
5.2 Covid-19-associated deaths in the UK
We consider the time series Dt of the daily number of Covid-19-associated deaths in the UK,
available from https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/. The dataset was accessed on 24th
July and runs from 6th March to 23rd July 2020. To eliminate the weekly seasonality and
bring the distribution closer to Gaussian with constant variance, we perform the Anscombe
transform (Anscombe, 1948) on weekly moving averages of Dt, i.e. we consider
D˜t = 2
√
Dat + 3/8 with D
a
t = 1/7
t∑
s=t−6
Ds.
The transformed time series D˜t is shown in Figure 7.
Having set random seed to 1, we run NSP on D˜t in Scenario 2 with assumed piecewise
linearity with N(0, σ2) innovations. The variance σ2 is estimated as in Section 5.1. We use
random interval sampling, M = 1000, α = 0.1, τL = τR = 0. The procedure returns five
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Figure 7: Black: D˜t, shaded grey: intervals of significance returned by NSP, red: estimated
change-point locations within each interval of significance. See Section 5.2 for details.
intervals of significance, which are shown in Figure 7, together with estimated change-point
locations obtained by running the procedure of Baranowski et al. (2019) within each interval
of significance, under continuous piecewise-linearity, with the restriction that the number
of change-points within each interval should be one.
Although the final three intervals of significance are relatively long, this should not surprise,
as the deviations from linearity within them are (visually) somewhat subtle. We note
that while the change-point at t = 43 corresponds to the acceleration in the reduction of
daily deaths, the opposite is true for the final detected change-point at t = 100. This
brief illustration exemplifies the potential use of NSP in answering questions, posed in the
context of the Covid-19 pandemic by mainstream media, or whether perceived trend changes
in Covid-19-related time series are spurious or “real”.
5.3 House prices in London Borough of Newham
We consider the average monthly property price Pt in the London Borough of Newham,
for all property types, recorded from January 2010 to August 2020 (T = 125) and accessed
on 8th September 2020. The data is available from https://landregistry.data.gov.
uk/. We use the logarithmic scale Qt = log Pt and are interested in the stability of the
autoregressive model Qt = b+ aQt−1 + Zt.
NSP, run on a deterministic equispaced interval sampling grid, with M = 1000 and α = 0.1,
with the σˆ2MOLS estimator of the residual variance and both with no overlap and with an
overlap as defined in formula (24), returns a single interval of significance [31, 96], which
corresponds to a likely change-point location between August 2012 and December 2017.
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Parameter Jan 2010 – Apr 2015 May 2015 – Aug 2020
b -0.33 (0.17) 1.04 (0.29)
a 1.03 (0.01) 0.92 (0.02)
Table 3: Parameter estimates (standard error in brackets) in the autoregressive model of
Section 5.3.
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Figure 8: Lower graph: time series Qt for t = 2, . . . , 64; upper graph: the same for t =
65, . . . , 125. See Section 5.3 for details.
Assuming a possible change-point in the middle of this interval, i.e. in April 2015, we
run two autoregressions (up to April 2015 and from May 2015 onwards) and compare the
coefficients. Table 3 shows the estimated regression coefficients (with their standard errors)
over the two sections. A goodness-of-fit analysis (not shown) reveals a satisfactory fit of
this single-change-point model with Zt modelled as i.i.d. Gaussian.
It appears that both the intercept and the autoregressive parameter change significantly
at the change-point. In particular, the change in the autoregressive parameter from 1.03
(standard error 0.01) to 0.92 (0.02) suggest a shift from a unit-root process to a stationary
one. This agrees with a visual assessment of the character of the process in Figure 8, where
it appears that the process is more ‘trending’ before the change-point than it is after, where
it exhibits a conceivably stationary behaviour.
This is perhaps unsurprising given the fact that the first part of the observation period (Jan
2010 – Apr 2015) includes the year 2012, in which the borough served as the main host of
the 2012 Olympic Games and experienced the associated regeneration. On the other hand,
the second part (May 2015 – Aug 2020) includes the time of Britain’s EU membership
referendum and the initial stages of the Covid-19 pandemic, both of which can likely be
associated with downward pressure on house prices.
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6 Discussion
We conclude with a brief discussion of a few speculative aspects of NSP.
Possible use of NSP in online monitoring for changes. NSP can in principle be used in
the online setting, in which ‘alarm’ should be raised as soon as Y starts deviating from
linearity with respect to X. In particular, consider the following simple construction: having
observed (Yt, Xt), t = 1, . . . , T , successively run NSP on the intervals [T − 1, T ], [T − 2, T ],
. . . , until either the first interval of significance is discovered, or [1, T ] is reached. This will
provide an answer to the question of whether the most recently observed data deviates from
linearity and if so, over what time interval.
Using and interpreting NSP in the presence of gradual change. If NSP is used in the
absence of change-points but in the presence of gradual change, obtaining a significant
interval means that it must (at global significance level α) contain some of the period of
gradual change. However, this does not necessarily mean that the entire period of gradual
change is contained within the given interval of significance. Note that this is the situation
portrayed in Section 4.2, in which the simulation model used is a ‘gradual change’ model
from the point of view of the NSP0 method, but an ‘abrupt change’ model from the point
of view of NSP1 and NSP2.
Possible use of NSP in testing for time series stationarity. It is tempting to ask whether
NSP can serve as a tool in the problem of testing for second-order stationarity of a time
series. In this problem, the response Yt would be the time series in question, while the
covariates Xt would be the Fourier basis. The performance of NSP in this setting will be
reported in future work.
Does the principle of NSP extend to other settings? NSP is an instance of a statistical
procedure which produces intervals of significance (rather than point estimators) as an
output. It is an interesting open question to what extent this emphasis on “intervals of
significance before point estimators” may extend to other settings, e.g. the problem of
parameter inference in high-dimensional regression.
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